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We love the meaning of history that comes from vintage portraits, such as these black and white snaps @carmenandginger scooped up at The Seekonk Flea Market in southern Massachusetts last weekend. Some of these will go into my Etsy store, she says, but that woman in the metal frame is a
keeper! ----- What did you find this weekend? Post your picture to Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest or Instagram with the hashtag #fleamarkethaul and we can add it here. Don't forget to tell us where you found the items and- if you have a stellar business-- how much you paid! Plus: See more market
shipments of junk from our readers, editors, and more! »35 Ways to Make Something New From Something Old » 100+ Bedrooms You'll Love! » Your Ultimate Guide to Kitchen Decoration »40+ Amazing Before-and-After Home Makeovers» This content is created and maintained by a third party, and
imported on this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano.io When we think of wildlife photography, we usually think of vividly colored images. Most of the time, colors tell as much of the story as the position or
behavior of the photographed animal -- most of the time, but not always. Sometimes, color removal helps our eye see the shape, pattern, and expression that might otherwise be missed when we're distracted by vibrant shades and tones. Black and white photography reduces the amount of information our
eyes and brain need to take over, and the results can mean an even stronger, compelling and simply gorgeous photo. The images below are perfect examples. Feast your eyes with these monochromatic works of art. aliasemma / Shutterstock Moments of Mullineux / Shutterstock xixel / Shutterstock
Johan Swanepoel / Shutterstock Johan Swanepoel / Shutterstock Nagel Photography / Shutterstock Mark Caunt / Shutterstock Pan Xunbin / Shutterstock Donovan van Staden /Shutterstock Johan Swanepoel / Shutterstock JI of Wet / Shutterstock Inge Jansen / Teri Franzen / Flickr Portrait photo is a
balancing act – there are so many things to keep in mind. Communicating with the subject and making sure they feel at ease is vital. And from a technical perspective, worries about camera settings, choosing the right lens and composing the photo are all the key elements of the process. This article will
provide some portrait photography tips to help you stun your skills. Breaking things down into bite-sized pieces will help you master portrait photography. The main things to focus on are your presentation, lighting, color, accessories, exposure settings and lens choice. And these are the things that we're
going to cover in this post. Use opposite quick links jump to a specific section. So let's start with our first section, posing. To get the best out of this article, you'll need a good DSLR. Take a look at our guide to the best rooms for commercials for our choice of the best options. However, you can Get a fair
way with a good camera phone – especially if you pay also held high at these smartphone photo tips. Portrait photo tips: PosingWe's Going to save about three years of learning with this next sentence. If you're not working with a professional model, don't put your subject up. Chances are you're shooting
friends and family, so making them put is just going to make them feel nervous and look weird. Also, if you're not a seasoned portrait photographer you won't have the experience of putting them right anyway. But there are a few things that will make the subject feel comfortable, happy and relaxed, which
makes for a better shot. By giving some topic to focus on them they are visibly more relaxed and as such create a more natural pose (Image Credit: Jason Parnell-Brookes) Are you going to hear what I do with my hands? Much. This is when their nerves will spike, and that makes for a bad photo. To fix
this, give them something to do. He could go through some old photos, or play with some jewelry he's wearing. Pockets are a great way to hide fidgety fingers, just avoid shooting the subject straight-on unless you go for that boyband/girlband look. Are your subject's eyes tense? Get them to look off to the
side and/or close your eyes to eliminate the problem. It will look graceful and timeless - just because you're taking their portrait doesn't mean you need their eye contact as well. Picture 1 of 2With a dropped shoulder, the subject's hips naturally tilt in the opposite direction (Image Credit: Jason Parnell-
Brookes) Picture 2 of 2This forms a line of interest throughout the body in the form of the letter S (Image credit: Jason Parnell-Brookes) For broader photos you are looking to make curves and S-shapes with their body to place points of interest throughout the frame. If you feel like the subject can take a bit
of suggestion, just let them drop a shoulder or a hip to break the parallel lines in their body. In general, the most important thing when working with the subject is to be friendly and make them feel comfortable. Aim to chat with them more than you shoot; build the relationship and trust between you. Give
them a drink and play music in the background to avoid awkward silences when shooting. Tips for portrait photography: LightingSunlight (natural light) is the easiest and fastest way to illuminate the portrait subject. The trick for lighting like this is in blocking and positioning light. An easy way to get good
lighting for your subject is to use a window. The walls around it will naturally block the light, so that you have a directional light source, and the size of the window will how diffuse the light is. The light that is more prevalent is more flattering for portrait photography (Image Credit: Jason Parnell-Brookes)
Look for the soft light - that is, the light that has been spread - is flattering for portraits, helping hide pores and smooth wrinkles. That's because there are few. Few. between shadows and bright tones. You will find soft light outside on a cloud-covered day, in the shade or through north-facing windows,
without direct sun. For example, in the images above there are no direct sunlights coming through the windows, so the light is already heavily scattered. This wide spread of light from the window is directional and softens facial features. Hard light is much more difficult to control (Image Credit: Jason
Parnell-Brookes)Hard light means direct sunlight – whether the model is inside or out. It is best to avoid harsh light when you start shooting portraits. It is more difficult to control and offers extremes in brightness, from cavernous black shadows to warm-white highlights. Hard light accentuates the texture of
the skin and casts sharp and unflattering shadows. It is difficult to get good exposure in harsh, direct sunlight. The shadows are too dark and stand out too bright - plus the subject will probably shine if he looks towards the sun. Picture 1 of 2The camera position in one side for graceful light and light
exposure (Image credit: Jason Parnell-Brookes)Image 2 of 2Exposure to the background when lit from the back means that the subject will be far too dark (Image credit: Jason Parnell-Brookes)The key to perfect portraits is to capture light and shadows. A big, quick portrait set-up goes something like this.
Place the subject in front of the window and pull them sideways-on from a distance. Notice the light coming in quickly falls as it travels through the room. Get the subject to look towards you for stunning shadows, soft on the face, or they have looking out the window for a stressed profile. Avoid shooting
the subject with the subject in the back lit (for example, the light is behind them) or the risk of underexposure of the subject. Tips for portrait photography: ColorClothing and styling make a big difference in terms of portrait appearance. For a classic, timeless approach, use neutral and earthy tones, would
be brown, gray, white and black. To give the portrait a stronger look for splashes of vivid colors, such as shiny clothing, make-up or colorful backgrounds. However, avoid mixing all three options unless you feel confident behind the camera. Left-right: White Balance Shade, Sunny and Tungsten (Picture
Credit: Jason Parnell-Brookes)Capture precise colors by matching the white balance in the room with the available light. Is there sunshine outside? Choose the sunny preset. In the shade? Press the shadow preset. Light bulbs inside? You guessed it... Tungsten! This camera tricks in reproducing exact
colors because all these light sources look different - the sunlight is midtttttt, the shadow is bluer and the bulbs are more orange, so the camera compensates by changing its white dot. If you're not sure if things look good or not, make sure you're shooting in RAW file format (rather than JPEG) and change
it when you edit later. Portrait photo tips: AccessoriesThere is much you need to start taking some fantastic portraits with the camera that you Have. However, if you want to take things to the next level there are a few tricks you can try. This portrait was shot with a CD in front of the lens (Image Credit:
Jason Parnell-Brookes) Try placing translucent objects in front of the lens for cool effects. Objects that work well are either see through, or translucent, would be jewelry and CDs (remember those?). The photo above was taken with a CD placed right in front of the lens. This reflects sunlight, giving the
portrait an ethereal flame of light and a coloured hue. Smoke works best in a portrait when it wraps around, but does not cover the subject's face (Image credit: Jason Parnell-Brookes)Smoke grenades look great too, but be careful and use them outside on days with no wind - the subject must remain
visible. You can also use solid objects, such as leaves and flowers, but they are best placed around the edges of the frame. This develops a sense of intimacy in your portraits and are great for romantic couples photos. The key to making these techniques work is to keep the accessory close to the lens so
that it decreases from focus. Portrait photo tips: LensesThe whole portrait lens thing is a myth - just choose the focal length and the opening limit that is right for you. These two lens variables affect your portraits in meaningful and impactful ways. Focal distance affects photos in three forms: field of view,
depth of field, and distortion of perspective. Wide-angle lenses (such as 18mm) provide a wider field of view, making it easier to match the surroundings within you, and also have a greater depth of field which means things up close and farther are more likely to be sharp simultaneously. The opposite is
true all the more so the focal length. Telephoto lenses (~70mm and above) isolate subjects with a shallow depth of field and flatten the characteristics. Image 1 of 524mm (Image Credit: Jason Parnell-Brookes)Image 2 of 550mm (Image Credit: Jason Parnell-Brookes)Image 3 of 580mm (Image Credit:
Jason Parnell-Brookes)Image 4 of 511 0mm (Image Credit: Jason Parnell-Brookes) Picture 5 of 5200mm (Image Credit: Jason Parnell-Brookes) In the gallery above (use the arrow icons to scroll through) you can see how the focal length affects a person's characteristics due to perspective distortions.
Each time we go more with the focal length we have to step back further to keep the person occupying the same amount of space in the frame. Notice the facial features seem flatter as the focal length increases. The bigger the opening, the harder it is to solve the light that passes through it, make sure
things are sharp. All colors from red to blue will resolve at different distances, unless some intelligent optical engineering and coatings are used. Therefore, f/1.4 lenses are usually more expensive than f/1.8 lenses – because they are harder to make clear when they are wide open. That's pretty hard for
prime lenses (fixed focal length), but it adds to the fact that a zoom range and price can go up even more thanks to for more glass and harder optical problems to solve. Therefore, cheaper zoom lenses will often have a variable aperture range, such as f/4.5-5.6, the aperture becoming narrower as you
zoom in. It is restrictive, because the larger you get, the less light passes through the lens. This forces you to adjust shutter or ISO speed and affects field depth, but it's a small concession to do if you're on a budget, because zoom lenses with constant openings are often expensive. Portrait Photography
Tips: Camera SettingsIf the best friend of the beginner portrait photographer is the diaphragm, the enemy is the speed of exposure. The aperture controls our depth of field – how much of the scene is focused. An opening of f/16 will make almost everything sharp from close to the background, while an
opening of f/1.4 means only a small slice will be sharp, with the rest falling into a creamy fog. There is no right or wrong way to use the diaphragm. If the environment is as important as the subject, go narrow (f/8, f/11, f/16). Or if the subject is the most important thing, or maybe the background is
distracting/ugly then use a wide opening (f/1.4, f/2.8, f/3.2). Picture 1 of 4f-1.4 to 50mm (Image Credit: Jason Parnell-Brookes)Image 2 of 4f-4.5 to 50mm (Image Credit: Jason Parnell-Brookes) Picture 3 of 4f-8 to 50mm (Image Credit : Jason Parnell-Brookes)Picture 4 of 4f-16 to 50mm (Image Credit:
Jason Parnell-Brookes)In the gallery above are four examples of how the aperture changes the depth of the field of a portrait, all taken on a Nikkor 50mm f/1.4G. Use the arrows to scroll, though. You can see that narrowing the aperture from f/1.4 to f/16 extends the depth of the field, so that the
background is more clearly rendered. Shooting at 1/10 sec exposure speed on a 50mm lens supports camera shaking, blurring the photo because the photographer can't keep the camera enough yet (Credit image: Jason Parnell-Brookes) Exposure speed determines whether the movement is blurry or
not. A fast exposure speed (1/1000 sec) is so short that even moving subjects are still frozen, while a slow exposure speed (1/10 sec) will withstand some blurring if either the camera or subject is moving. The exposure speed of the camera must be fast enough not to blur the subject so as to keep the
number the same as the focal length of the lens. For example: 50mm lens = 1/50 sec, 200mm lens = 1/200 sec. Use this to guide you, but I know it's flexible as long as things are constant you could go down to 1/20 sec hand holding a 50mm lens without any blur. ISO should be set in to display the image
sufficiently to get a clear view of the subject. Modern DSLRs and mirrorless cameras can handle high ISO noise pretty well, so you shouldn't shake over how high ISO is getting. As a rule of thumb, know that at iso1000 above, entry-level cameras will start to fight. Read more: more: more:
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